PROCEDURE NOTICE

NOTICE

INSERT RD HB-1-3550
DIRECT SINGLE FAMILY HOUSING LOANS AND
GRANTS FIELD OFFICE HANDBOOK.

Appendix 9 is completely revised to update the Income Limits for the Sections 502 Direct and 504 Loan/Grant Program.

The effective date of these income limits is July 13, 2023.

REMOVE
Appendix 9.

INSERT
Appendix 9 revised 07-13-23.

NOTICE

INSERT RD HB-1-3555
SFH GUARANTEED LOAN PROGRAM TECHNICAL
HANDBOOK.

Appendix 5 is completely revised to update the Income Limits for the Section 502 Guaranteed Loan Program.

The effective date of these income limits is July 13, 2023.

REMOVE
Appendix 5.

INSERT
Appendix 5 revised 07-13-23.

RD MANUAL CHANGES

INSERT RD INS 2006-SS
RURAL DEVELOPMENT PHYSICAL SECURITY -
SIGNAGE. This Instruction is a new that
succeeds the Unnumbered Letter on April 14, 2021, entitled “First Amendment Activist Groups.” Rural Development offices need to clearly separate public spaces from employee-only spaces to ensure protection of our employees, customers, data, and facilities, while performing the mission of Rural Development (RD). Physical security signage is an integral part of the separation of public and employee-only spaces.
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READ PROCEDURE - DISCUSS IN STAFF CONFERENCE - KEEP PROCEDURE MANUAL UP TO DATE